Sweet Home Alabama – Lynyrd Skynyrd
(Key of D, 98 BPM) – Revised (format) 8/19/08

Intro  [(D  C)  (G)]-4X (Gtr-1X, Gtr & Drums-1X, All-2X)
V1   [(D  C)  (G)]-4X “Big wheels keep on turnin’...”
Fill [(D  C)  (G)]-2X
V2   (same) “Well I heard Mr. Young sing about her...”
C    [(D  C)  (G)]-3X (D  C) (G  FC)
     “Sweet home Alabama, where the skies are so blue”
     “Sweet home Alabama, lord I’m coming home to you”
Fill (same)
V3   “In Birmingham they love the governor, Ooh-Ooh-Hoo...”
     (D  C) (G  FC) [(D  C)  (G)]-3X
C    [(D  C)  (G)]-4X
Solo-Gtr [(D  C)  (G)]-8X
Fill (same)
V4   (same) “Now Muscle Shoals has got the Swampers...”
C    [(D  C)  (G)]-3X (D  C) (G  FC)
C    [(D  C)  (G)]-4X
Solo  Keys [(D  C)  (G)]-to cue
Solo  Gtr [(D  C)  (G)]-to cue
End  [(D  C)  (G)]-8X (the solo pattern) F-C-D